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SMART CHANGE: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IN THE AGE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Asia-Pacific digital transformation programs are powering ahead, but the support
of artificial intelligence (AI) and robotic process automation (RPA) can take them
to a new level.
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INTRODUCTION
From cloud to artificial intelligence (AI), Asia Pacific organisations
have a growing range of technology options to assist their digital
transformation programs.
The use of advanced technologies, such as robotic process
automation (RPA), can take away the need for manual data
processing, allowing teams to focus on developing new products and
services for their customers.
To evaluate digital transformation progress and drivers for change,
Appian, in partnership with IDG, conducted a survey of 305 senior
IT managers (175 in Australia and 130 in Singapore) in organisations
with 500 employees or more across a variety of vertical industries.
This report includes the findings of the research and advice on
tactical approaches to improve the success of digital transformation
programs.
To understand the use of intelligent automation (IA) within enterprise
organisations, the research examined the types of systems currently
deployed, and the extent to which they are integrated with other
operations across the business.
The survey also uncovered the priorities of IT leaders, and the
applications set to provide the most value to the organisation.
Ultimately, to succeed in the digital economy, Asia-Pacific
organisations must improve how complex business logic is managed
by automation applications, including how these applications are
evaluated, procured and developed.
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AGILITY, CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE FOCUS FOR
ASIA-PACIFIC DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Organisations across the Asia Pacific region are investing in digital
transformation programs to modernise systems and add value to the
business through better customer service and new approaches to market.
Without a firm grasp of digital transformation, companies risk being stifled by
an inability to change, and IT leaders in Australia and Singapore have a strong
desire for more business agility.
The research found a very high 81 per cent of respondents cited improved
agility as one of the top drivers for digital transformation. A more agile
organisation can respond to changing market conditions and fend off
new, digital-only competitors.
For many organisations, digital is an important enabler of customer
experience and nearly two-thirds (62%) of IT leaders view it as a key driver
for transformation. With customer interaction extending well beyond a
corporate or branch office, more C-level IT leaders (74%) are well aware of
the need for offering digital customer experience channels, compared with
their IT team members (54%).
Innovation (58%) and automation (53%) are also top of mind when it comes
to the reasons for digital transformation, indicating there is an appetite for
new ideas and better efficiency.
Top drivers of DT
IT leaders

62%

C-level IT leaders
IT team members

74%
54%

Innovation
Automation

58%
53%
Digital transformation progress
Digital transformation is an ongoing process and often involves and extensive
program of work, not simply one project.
How mature are Asia-Pacific organisations with their digital transformation
initiatives? The research found businesses in Australia and Singapore
have made good progress with digital transformation; however, there is
opportunity for improvement when it comes to applying AI and RPA.
Nearly half of all respondents (48%) report their organisations are steadily
implementing digital transformation, with 12 per cent currently scaling up
pilot programs (7% are piloting projects).
One in five (20%) IT leaders say a digital transformation
program is fully deployed and, looking ahead, nearly two-thirds (64%) have
plans for new AI and RPA deployments in the next 12 months.
The application of emerging technologies, including more options for
automation, will develop a platform for faster change and better agility.
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GETTING ALIGNMENT RIGHT AMID NEW
DEVELOPMENT, AUTOMATION OPTIONS
For digital transformation programs to be successful, a number of different
stakeholders within the business need to be involved. IT staff must deliver
services to meet business requirements, and line of business leaders must
communicate changes and new go-to-market channels and applications.
The research found nearly one in three (28%) IT leaders see lack of alignment
and collaboration across the organisation, including siloes, as a big challenge
for IT enabling business outcomes.
Alignment remains a significant challenge to transformation, and without
better collaboration, organisations will not get the most out of digital.
Code, apps drive business value
Moving to digital is a big change and most organisations are faced with a
variety of technology options to modernise – from mobile apps, to custom
development in the cloud.
The research investigated which types of applications are priorities and likely
to provide value to the organisation.
Deploying automation technologies (65%), customer service and support
(59%), and compliance (56%) are top of mind for IT leaders across the region.
More specifically, CIOs are looking to customer service and support
applications with more than two-thirds (68%) believing these are a priority
for providing value, with automating second.
Top application priorities

56%

65%

Deploying automation technologies
Customer service and support
Compliance

59%

To provide value, an application can be procured off the shelf, or developed
from scratch. Commercial applications fit a variety of use cases, whereas
custom developed applications meet a specific need.
There are plenty of options for developing unique applications, but a high
amount of coding can hold back outcomes and introduce technical debt,
where custom code has to be maintained to provide ongoing value.
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In recent years many Platform-as-a-Service tools have allowed organisations
to bridge the gap between common components and specific features. This
“low-code” trend is giving organisations the option of achieving low-code to
get a precise outcome without the overhead of full custom development.
Are IT leaders anticipating a shift to low-code? The research found a split
between C-level IT professionals and their more operational colleagues.
When asked about the ideal future approach for their organisations to build
applications that require complex business logic, nearly half (46%) of CIOs
stated they anticipate a future shift towards slower, fully custom coding.
This differed to their IT colleagues, where more than one-third (35%) expect
to continue the steady use of faster and easier to use low-code development
tools, compared with 28 per cent for CIOs.
IT staff tasked with matching business outcomes with technology platforms
are generally closer to the challenges of full custom development.
With automation, customer service and compliance top application
priorities, a move to fully custom coding introduces the risk of accentuating
many challenges.
These challenges include cultural resistance, speed of delivery, customer
demand, skills gaps, resource shortages, and an inability to meet deadlines.
And IT departments already report they are faced with a myriad of
challenges with matching their digital transformation programs with desired
business outcomes.
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AUTOMATION TO TAME RISK MANAGEMENT,
LEGACY CHALLENGES
As the research has shown, digital transformation can be a challenge for
many organisations and any change is not without risk.
A common theme among Asia-Pacific organisations is the fact that digital
transformation progress can be threatened by a lack of business alignment.
Identifying potential barriers to digital
To overcome the challenges, IT leaders must first identify the problem areas
and mitigate any associated risks.
The research found Asia-Pacific IT teams are facing a number of challenges in
achieving business outcomes, including: organisational culture (52%); meeting
desired speed of delivery (50%); customer demand (45%); and skills gaps and
shortages (43%).
Interestingly, pressure to adopt AI, RPA and analytics is also seen as a
challenge in 43 per cent of organisations.
In addition to the barriers faced with digital transformation journeys, AsiaPacific IT teams are feeling the pressure from other organisational issues,
including: risk management concerns (47%); legacy technologies (44%);
limited resources to train or recruit staff (42%); and uncertainty about
required financial investments (42%).
Today’s IT landscape provides many options for modernising legacy
systems; however, this is not so straightforward for 38 per cent of
organisations, whose IT staff report adapting to new technologies as an
organisational issue.
Legacy, combined with change management concerns (41%), are having a
measurable impact on 28 per cent of organisations’ ability to meet deadlines.
Building a path to integrated automation
With operational IT professionals recognising the need for more lowcode environments, and with legacy systems holding back transformation
programs, Asia-Pacific organisations must ensure AI and other automation
initiatives are consistent with the wider business and not deployed in
isolation.
With nearly all respondents (98%) reporting one or more intelligent
automation systems is already deployed, the future success of digital will
depend on how well these systems are applied.
The types of intelligent automation systems deployed include: artificial
Intelligence (69%); business process management (56%); robotic process
management (48%); machine learning (44%); and chatbots (29%).
To drive transformation and deliver business value, all of these automation
systems will need to integrate with a range of other systems and applications.
In the case of a chatbot, it can be integrated into a CRM or customer support
system to help improve sales or customer service, respectively.
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AI integration
Artificial Intelligence

69%
56%

Business process management

48%

Robotic process management

44%

Machine learning
Chatbots

29%
How well have Asia-Pacific organisations integrated deployed IA
technologies? The research found there is room for better integration of
technologies, with (57%) of respondents reporting IA technologies are fully
integrated, compared with 37 per cent who cite partial integration.
The study also found a disparity between the seniority of IT staff. While 60
per cent of CIOs cite full integration, this falls to 55 per cent for non-CIOs.
Yet another example of how operational staff see more challenges than their
C-level counterparts.
With nearly eight out of 10 (77%) CIOs planning for delivery of process
automation or case management programs using RPA or AI platforms there
are strong intentions to move to more AI and RPA automation. And CIOs
anticipate a more aggressive timeline versus their colleagues in other IT roles.
Automation is clearly the future, but IT and business leaders must manage it
cohesively to drive transformation programs and deliver business value.
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CONCLUSION
IDG’s research has shown organisations with 500 employees or
more across Australia and Singapore are powering ahead with their
digital transformation programs, and are very bullish when it comes to
utilising more intelligent automation technology.
With nearly half of organisations steadily implementing digital
transformation, challenges such as a lack of IT-business alignment
need to be overcome to enable business outcomes.
Alignment remains a significant challenge to transformation, and
without better collaboration, organisations will not get the most out
of digital. Other challenges to achieving business outcomes include
organisational culture, meeting desired speed of delivery, customer
demand, and skills shortages.
With nearly all organisations having one or more intelligent
automation systems – from AI to chatbots – in production, the future
success of transformation programs will depend on how well these
systems are applied.
More than one-third of IT staff expect the use of faster and easier
to use low-code development tools to deliver business value from
application development. With automation, customer service and
compliance top application priorities, a move to fully custom coding
introduces unnecessary risk.
Amid the strong desire for more automation, Asia-Pacific IT leaders
must also focus on the application integration opportunities to reduce
siloes and improve customer experience.
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ABOUT APPIAN
Appian provides a low-code development platform that
accelerates the creation of high-impact business applications.
Many of the world’s largest organisations use Appian
applications to improve customer experience, achieve
operational excellence, and simplify global risk management
and compliance.
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